WEAK CUTPOINT ORDERING ON HEREDITARILY
UNICOHERENT CONTINUA
R. J. KOCH AND I. S. KRULE

1. Introduction. We present here two criteria for determining when
an hereditarily unicoherent continuum admits the structure of a partially ordered space which is monotone, closed, and has a unique
minimal element (definitions
below). Our interest in such partial
orderings stems from the fact (Hunter
[l]) that a one-dimensional
compact connected
semigroup
with zero and unit admits such a
partial ordering. Ward [5] has studied a class of partially ordered
spaces, called generalized trees, which he characterized
as hereditarily unicoherent continua which admit a closed, order-dense partial
order with unique minimal element. We improve his characterization
by replacing "order dense'' by the weaker "monotone,"
and we give
two other characterizations,
one of which is completely topological.
2. Definitions. A partial order ^ on a space X is a relation on X
(a subset of XXX) which is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric.
We assume throughout
that X is a Hausdorff space, but not necessarily metrizable. The term arc is used to denote a continuum
irreducibly connected between two points. For ¡eGX we set L(x)

= {y<EX:y^x],
that

and for ACX,

L(A) =U{Z(x): xGA}.

5= is monotone if L(x) is connected

if L(A*)CZL(A)* for each AQX.

for each ï£Ior

We say
continuous

It will be convenient to use the

following notion of convergence of sets. If T is a directed set and if
\Ay: tGT} is a family of subsets of X, then we define lim sup Ay and
lim inf Ay by: x£lim sup Ay (x£lim inf Ay) if for each open set U
about x there is acofinal (residual) subset T(i/)Cr
with Ur\Ay^\Zi

for each yÇzT(U). We write lim Ay=A or Ay—*Aprovided lim inf Ay
= A =lim sup Ay. We shall use the following results of Strother
[3]:
(1) ^ is closed (as a subset of XXX) if and only if for any net
\xy} in X with xy—>x we have lim sup L(xy)(ZL(x) ;
(2) ^ is continuous if and only if for any net {xy} in X with

xy-^>xwe have L(x) Chm inf L(xy).
(3) ^ is closed and continuous if and only if for any net \xy} in X
with xy—>xwe have L(xy)—*L(x).
In what follows X is an hereditarily
unicoherent continuum,
that
is, a compact connected space in which any two points are contained
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in a unique minimal continuum.
We denote by [x, y] the unique
continuum
irreducible from x to y. Now fix p(E.X, and define a^Pb
to mean that any continuum K of X which contains p and b also
contains a. Then g p is termed the weak cutpoint ordering of X with
respect to p and is easily seen to be reflexive and transitive. We note
that áj need not be antisymmetric
(for example, if X is indecomposable). If however X is arcwise connected (or endowed with any
of a number of other properties) then ^p is antisymmetric.

3. Characterizations

of generalized

trees.

Theorem.
Let X be an hereditarily unicoherent continuum, and let
p(E.X. The following are equivalent:
(1) úv is a monotone, closed partial order on X;
(2) there exists a monotone, closed partial order ^ on X with unique
minimal element p ;
(3) X is arcwise connected, and for any net {xy} in X it is true that
[p, Xy]-^[p, x] if Xy-^x.
If further (1), (2) or (3) holds, then X is locally connected at p.

Proof.

(1) implies (2). Clear.

(2) implies (3). We note that X is arcwise connected; in fact, each .
element x of X can be joined by a connected chain to p [2, Corollary
l]. It follows that [p, x] is a chain and an arc. Let {xy} be a net in
X such that xy—>x. We first assert that [p, x]Cum inf [p, xy]

Clim sup [p, x7]Clim sup L(xy)(ZL(x). We shall show only that
[p, x]Climinf
[p, Xy]. Suppose yG [j>, x] —lim inf [p, xy]. Then
there is an open set V about y with VC\ [p, xy] = □ for a cofinal set

of y's. Let A = {y: VC\[p, xy] = U), let B = [){ [p, xy]:yEA\,

and

note that B* is a continuum
containing p and x and hence [p, x].
Therefore yG-B*, so that V(~\[p, x7]^n
for some yÇEA, a contradiction; thus, [p, x] Glim inf [/>, x7]. We now show that lim sup [/>,%]
C [p, x]. Suppose zGHm sup [p, xy]; we assert that z compares with
each element of lim inf [p, xy]. For suppose y G lim inf [p, xy] and z
does not compare with y; then there is an open set U about z and an
open set V about y with no element of U comparing with any element

of V. But for some y, [p, Xy]íMI^[J¡

and [p, Xy]C\V^\Z\, so that

since [p, Xy] is a chain we have a contradiction.
Hence \z)
VJlim inf [p, Xy] is a chain in L(x), and thus zG [p, x]. We have therefore shown that [p, xy]—*[p, x], and consequently
(3) is established.
(3) implies (1). We first show that =SP is monotone. We assert that
for y(E.X, [p, y] =L(y) ; for if z(El [p, y] then each continuum
containing p and y also contains z (by unicoherence),
and hence zG-i-(y).
Conversely if w(EL(y), then each continuum containing p and y also
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contains w, and in particular [p, y] contains w. Hence [p, y]=L(y),
and ^p is monotone. Note that [p, y] is an arc because of the arcwise
connectedness
and unicoherence. To establish that ^p is antisymmetric suppose x, y<EX with x^py and y^px. Then since [p, y]
= L(y) =L(x) = [p, x] and this set is an arc, we conclude that x = y.
The remainder of the proof is clear from §2.
Assuming (1), (2), or (3) holds, the weak cutpoint ordering is seen
from §2 to be continuous as well as closed. To see that X is locally
connected at p, suppose U is an open set about p. With reference to the weak cutpoint ordering it follows from [4, vii] that
U \L(x): L(x)QU}
is open and contains p, whence the local connectedness at p follows.

4. An example. The following space is an arcwise connected
hereditarily
unicoherent continuum on which there does not exist a
monotone, closed partial order with unique minimal element. The
failure is due to the lack of proper convergence,
or looking at it
another way, closed implies continuous
((1) implies (3)) while the
converse does not hold.
Let A be the subset of the plane which consists of the unit segment
on the x-axis, the unit segment erected over the point (0, 0), and
the vertical segments of length 1/2 erected over the points with coordinates (l/2n, 0), n a positive integer. Let B be the reflection of A

through the line y= 1, and let X = A VJB. It is easy to see that X has
the properties

listed above.
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